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1992:   Evidence Based Medicine

D. Sackett et al





http://ktclearinghouse.ca/cebm/

EBM is the integration of 

• best research evidence with
• clinical expertise and 
• patient values.

http://ktclearinghouse.ca/cebm/


http://ktclearinghouse.ca/cebm/

What kind of evidence?. 

Simple, disease-related
evidence

http://ktclearinghouse.ca/cebm/


Scandinavian 

Simvastatin Survival 

Study (4S)

The Lancet, Vol 344, November 19, 1994

1994: an example of simple Evidence
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The Lancet, Vol 344, November 19, 1994

Inclusion Criteria: Prior MI and/or angina pectoris



Baseline Characteristics

Mean age (years)-
men 

58.1 58.2 

Mean age (years)-
women 

60.5 60.5 

Angina only 21% 21% 

MI only 62% 63% 

Both angina and MI 17% 16% 

Hypertension 26% 26% 
Smoker 27% 24% 

TC (mg/dL) 260 260 

LDL (mg/dL) 180 180 
 

 
 

Placebo

(n=2223)

Simvastatin

(n=2221)

The Lancet, Vol 344, November 19, 1994



Holmes 2003

Importance of co-morbidity
Prevalence and age trends for selected co-morbidities



• Ageing

• Increased comorbidities -

multimorbidities

• These patients are usually not

included in clinical trials  

….Changes occurred since 1992



The “new” patients

Van Spall HG, 2007

Causes of failure to enrol in the trial

•Age >75  (72.1%)

•Comorbidities (81.3%)

•Polypharmacotherapy (54.1%)

The unknown
“new” 
patients
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An elementary approach to complexity



• Disease Count (DC) (!!!?)

• Charlson Index (CI)

•Index of Co-Existent Diseases (ICEDDS) 
Index of Disease Severity (IDS)

•Geriatric Index of Comorbidity (GIC)

Di Bari M, et al. J Am Geriatr Soc 2006; 54: 210

Some common measures of comorbidity





Evaluation of co-morbidity
Charlson co-morbidity index (1987)

Index 2
Hemiplegia

Kidney function disturbances (moderate/severe)

Diabetes mellitus with terminal organ damage

Tumours: solid tumours, leukemia, lymphoma

Index 3
Liver function disturbances (moderate/severe)

Index 6

AIDS

Metastatic cancer

Index 1
Chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases

Cardiovascular diseases:
myocardial infarction, cardiac decompensation, 
angina pectoris, peripheral arterial disease, 
intermittent claudication, abdominal aneurysm
Cerebrovascular diseases: 

cerebrovascular accident
Hypertension (medically treated)

Diabetes mellitus

Auto-immune disease
Peptic ulceration
Dementia
Liver function disturbances 



Etimologia della complessita ̀

• Complesso, complicato e semplice sono

termini che vengono tutti dalla stessa radice

indoeuropea: plek- (parte, piega, intreccio).Da 

plek- derivano, in latino: 

• Il verbo plicare = piegare

Il verbo plectere = intrecciare

Il suffisso –plex = parte

• La parola semplice = sine plex…



Etimologia della complessità
• Da cum- + plicare deriva: Complicatus

Ovvero: complicato (con pieghe) 

Puo ̀ essere “spiegato”

• Da cum- + plectere deriva: Complexus

Ovvero: complesso (con intrecci)

• Non puo ̀ essere “spiegato”

• Da sine- + -plex deriva: Simplex• 

Ovvero: semplice (senza pieghe)• Né 

complicato, né complesso







Complex Systems

• A complex system is a system composed of 

interconnected parts that as a whole exhibit 

one or more properties (behavior among the 

possible  properties) not obvious from the 

properties of the individual parts .



The systems perspective is rooted in 
the assumption that

• the forest cannot be explained by 
studying

• the trees individually. 



Complex Systems

Examples of complex systems include 

social systems, human economies, 

nervous systems, cells and living 

things, including human beings. 



Reductionism vs System approach

• The Scientists base their 
research on a principle 
hypothesis that complex 
systems can be understood by 
seeking out its most 
fundamental constituents.

• Complex problems are 
resolved by dividing them 
into smaller, simpler and 
more tractable units.

• In the last 50 years, the 
reductionist approach of has 
been successful in revealing the 
chemical basis of numerous 
living processes.

Reductionism System approach

In order to have a better understanding 
of the system wide behavior, three 
factors need to be considered: 

Context: the inclusion of all 
components involved in a 
process (and their interactions). 

Space: to account for the 
topographic relationships 
between and among 
components.

Time: to consider the changing 
characteristics of each 
component.









systems medicine integrates seven approaches, each of which requires specific

expertise. 

1. disease-focused units that combine clinical expertise with conceptual insight into
medical problems. These units identify the necessary patient population and build high 
quality bio-repositories linked to clinical databases.

2. quantitative analytical sciences, mathematical modeling and computational biology are 

central to data acquisition, mining and display, biophysical analyses, and multiscale in-
silico modeling. 

3. diagnostic imaging, nuclear medicine, and functional imaging collectively provide
digitized high-density macroanatomical and functional data sets. 

4. analytical laboratory technologies enable multimodality and quantitative interrogation
of tissues and biological fluids at the molecular level, as well as high-density
morphological data sets at the tissue and cellular levels. 

5.   instrumentation and methodology development adapt, design, and optimize the 
‘omics’ methodologies required to move applications into the
clinical environment. 

6.   bio-engineering generates novel ways to obtain quantitative information from patient
samples and develops new methods of delivering and targeting drugs

7. information technology and computing databases provide the high-performance
computing and high-speed infrastructure required to move, distribute, analyze, 
archive and manage massive amounts of ‘omics’ data, and to support the overall
process and to implement specific projects.











Up till now the decisional process in medicine 

entailed a “chain of exclusions" (guided by 
evidence-based medicine) of other diseases in 
order to reach a diagnosis. 

One example is the “heuristic“ thought: 
the highly experienced physician searches his 
memory for the pattern most similar to the 
one in question, in this way ruling out all the 
others.

The complexity of diagnosis



Faced with complexity, the hierarchical 
exclusion process must be associated 
with the ability to include the various 
elements, as they all contribute to the 
genesis of the disease pattern. 

The “inclusive” approach is therefore the 
only approach that respects the entirety 
of the “descriptors” necessary for 
guaranteeing the effectiveness of clinical 
medicine. 



Nevertheless, there is another element 
typical of clinical medicine that cannot be 
overlooked: the converging of different 
clinical conditions into one single 
dominant clinical element (dyspnoea, 
fever, anaemia). 





The complexity of one clinical element:

Dyspnoea



•

DYSPNOEA



Patient

Physician

Health system

MedicinesIatrogenic complexity



•

DYSPNOEA
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An Evolving Scenario
Integrated Care supported by ICT

ICT as enabler of a new model of care

ELECTRONIC HEALTH
• Electronic health dossier
• Patient summaries
• Computerised clinical charts
• Electronic prescriptions
• Telematic certifications
• Telematic medicine....
….BIG DATA….CLOUD COMPUTING
Huge ubiquitous availability of
clinical data to be mutually shared 
and integrated within the health
system 



4P medicine
Predictive
Preventive
Participatory

An Evolving Scenario
Integrated Care supported by ICT

ICT as enabler of a new model of care

Personalized

Leroy Hood 2010



4P medicine
Predictive

Preventive

Participatory

An Evolving Scenario
Integrated Care supported by ICT

Efficient patient management
Modulation of disease progress

ICT as enabler of a new model of care

Personalized



Evidence-Based Medicine: 

A movement in crisis?

Professor Trish Greenhalgh FMedSci

Florence, 12th February 2015



A real case: 

Mrs Patel, age 83 “feels unwell”

• Quinine 300 mg at night “for my cramps”

• Cholecalciferol 1 capsule daily “for my bones”

• Ramipril 5 mg daily “for my blood pressure”

• Simvastatin 40 mg daily “for my cholesterol”

• Aspirin / clopidogrel 75+100 mg daily “for my 

blood”

• Bisoprolol 10 mg daily “after my heart attack”

• Metformin 1g twice daily “for my diabetes”



Mrs Patel: Questions

1. What are her (many) diagnoses?

2. In Asian women over 80 with condition X, what 

is the benefit of drug Y and what are the 

harms?

3. In Asian women over 80 with multi-morbidity, 

how does the benefit-harm balance change 

as each additional drug gets added?

4. How do I go about de-prescribing?

5. How can I share decisions with Mrs Patel?





P4 medicine
Predictive

Preventive

Personalized

Participatory

An Evolving Scenario
Integrated Care supported by Information Communication Technology

Efficient patient management

Modulation of disease progress

ICT as enabler of a new model of care









1996By  Nicholas Negroponte The founder of the MIT Media Lab



2012
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Today’s 
medicine

B: Biomedical model; H: Humanistic model

Hetlevik I.  Evidence-based medicine in general practice: a hindrance to 
optimal medical care? Scand J Prim Health Care 2004; 22: 136-40

The patient as a person
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Senator Barack Obama  Illin
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Reducing Uncertainty:
A fifth P : PRECISION MEDICINE

Researchers and health-care providers must 
have access to vary large sets of health and 
disease-related data linked to individual
patients. These data are also critical for the 
development of the Information Commons, the 
Knowledge Network of Disease, and the 
development and validation of the New 
Taxonomy, different from the usual Disease-
based Taxonomy. 

Toward Precision Medicine NCR 2011
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Classical phenotypes

Hypothesis-driven Discovery driven

Responsiveness to treatment
Follow up  

CVD COPD Diabetes

Classical phenotypes in
patients with severe defined diseases

and co-morbidities

Responsiveness to treatment
Follow up  

Assessment of co-morbities
and severity

Novel phenotypes in individual
patients with severe co-morbidities

of chronic diseases

Novel phenotypes

Severity of co-morbidities
(standardized assessment)

Co-morbidities
(standardized assessment)

Patient with chronic disease



Geographical Information System System Medicine 







System approach to disease states



Towards System Medicine

Genomic/Transcriptomic

Proteomic

Metabolomic

Sensoring

Social Network
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Phenotyping behaviour

• The study of behaviour is a special challenge for phenomics as it depends 

on both context and time, and it is obviously very variable.

• Currently available technologies combine tracking systems based on GPS

(global position systems), accelerometers, and tools for monitoring the 

neuronal activity. The study of human behaviour can also be carried out 

via the use of web- and smartphone-based instruments.



CERN
(GENEVE)

to                 Accelerating Science and Innovation









74 Health-e-Child

Health-e-Child at a Glance
Establish multi-site, vertical, and longitudinal 

integration of data, information and knowledge
Develop a GRID based platform, supported by 

robust search, optimisation and matching
Build enabling tools and services that improve 

patient care

Two main use case scenarios leveraging 
disease models:

• “Aiding the Clinician in Decision Making”
• “Clinical Studies, Knowledge Discovery”
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75 Health-e-Child

Similarity Search

Temporal 

Modelling

Visual Data 

Mining

Genetics 

Profiling

Treatment 

Response

Inferring 

Outcome

Biomechanical Models

Tumor Growth Modelling

Semantic 

Browsing

Personalised 

Simulation

Surgery 

Planning

RV and LV 

Automatic 

Modelling

Measurement of 

Pulmonary Trunk 





Digital Health Live is about

• thinking big, 

• thinking holistically and 

• thinking differently.





Watson integrates on a large scale: 
• Clinical data, 
• Research data, 
• Medical guidelines and
• Personal Clinical Wisdom. 

Watson is a deep question answering natural-language
computer system, a very complex and sophisticated, 
healthcare oriented, software, it is in an advanced stage of 
development. Its developers have chosen oncology as a 
medical area for the starting of their efforts. They have
started with few specific subfields of cancer diagnosis and 
therapy: 
(i) Lung adeno-carcinomas; Breast cancer; Prostate cancer
(Memorial Sloan-Kettering). 
(ii) Leukemias (MD Anderson). 



The supercomputer has incorporated (and made 
manageable in an integrated way) thousands of sources, 
including scientific journal articles, national guidelines, 
individual-hospital best practices, clinical trials, and even
textbooks. Probably we have behind Watson a very
important work of preclinical / clinical database 
standardization and accessibility (especially in 
collaboration with the large Cancer Centers mentioned
above). We can expect that to implement sufficiently
standardized electronic medical files will be an input 
prerequisite also at a European level. On this wavelength
was a 2013 recommendation of the "Academy of Medical
Royal Colleges" (UK). Watson interfaces with electronic
medical records, it has the capability to read and 
“comprehend” case notes (natural language processing). 



“Tonight, I'm launching a new Precision Medicine 

Initiative to bring us closer to curing diseases like

cancer and diabetes — and to give all of us access to 

the personalized information we need to keep

ourselves and our families healthier.”

President Barack Obama, State of the Union Address, January 20, 2015





… Although the precision medicine initiative will

probably yield its greatest benefits years down the road, 

there should be some notable near-term successes. In 

addition to the results of the  cancer studies described

above, studies of a large research cohort exposed to 

many kinds of therapies may provide early insights into

pharmacogenomics — enabling the provision of the 

right drug at the right dose to the right patient. 

Opportunities to identify persons with rare loss of 

function mutations that protect against common diseases

may point to attractive drug targets for broad patient

populations. And observations of beneficial use of 

mobile health technologies may improve strategies for 

preventing and managing chronic diseases. …











Evidence Based Medicine Renaissance



Evidence Based Medicine Renaissance







We define precision medicine as treatments targeted to

the needs of individual patients on the basis of

• genetic,

• biomarker,

• phenotypic, or

• psychosocial characteristics

that distinguish a given patient from other patients

with similar clinical presentations.

Inherent in this definition is the goal of improving

clinical outcomes for individual patients and

minimizing unnecessary side effects for those less

likely to have a response to a particular treatment.



Technological Advances as Drivers of Precision 
Medicine
The convergence of 
• genetics, 
• informatics, and
• imaging, 
along with other technologies such as:
• cell sorting, 
• epigenetics, 
• proteomics, and 
• metabolomics,
is rapidly expanding the scope of precision medicine 
by refining the classification of disease, often with 
important prognostic and treatment implications.





Among these new technologies, genetics and

next-generation DNA sequencing methods are

having the greatest effect. 

The prospect of sequencing whole exomes or 

genomes for less than $1,000 reshapes our

thinking about approaches to genetic testing.  

The clinical implications will be greatest when

the results of genetic testing are actionable, thus

informing prognosis or treatment.



For example, the molecular diagnosis of

multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 

allows prophylactic thyroidectomy and 

regular screening for medullary thyroid

cancer, pheochromocytoma, and 

hyperparathyroidism in affected persons; 

it also spares unaffected family members

from unnecessary screening.











Precision medicine 

should be viewed as a means of 

providing the best available health

care for a population by 

• identifying the needs and 

• improving the outcomes of 

individual patients.





Watson integrates on a large scale: 
• Clinical data, 

• Research data, 

• Medical guidelines and

• Personal Clinical Wisdom. 

Watson is a deep question answering natural-language
computer system, a very complex and sophisticated, 
healthcare oriented, software, it is in an advanced stage of 

development. Its developers have chosen oncology as a 
medical area for the starting of their efforts. They have
started with few specific subfields of cancer diagnosis and 
therapy: 

(i) Lung adeno-carcinomas; Breast cancer; Prostate cancer

(Memorial Sloan-Kettering). 

(ii) Leukemias (MD Anderson). 



The supercomputer has incorporated (and made 

manageable in an integrated way) thousands of sources, 

including scientific journal articles, national guidelines, 

individual-hospital best practices, clinical trials, and even

textbooks. Probably we have behind Watson a very

important work of preclinical / clinical database 

standardization and accessibility (especially in 

collaboration with the large Cancer Centers mentioned

above). We can expect that to implement sufficiently

standardized electronic medical files will be an input 

prerequisite also at a European level. On this wavelength

was a 2013 recommendation of the "Academy of Medical

Royal Colleges" (UK). Watson interfaces with electronic

medical records, it has the capability to read and 

“comprehend” case notes (natural language processing). 





Possible relevance to cancer and areas for further

investigation

At first sight, prior reports demonstrating the translational

repression of XIAP and BCL-XL through HNRNPA1-

heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 binding would

suggest that overexpression of this RNP in cancer could be 

associated with reduced levels of these anti- apoptotic

proteins. 

This should link to enhanced responsiveness to cytotoxic

therapies and improved patient survival. Instead, increased

hnRNPA1 expression correlates with worse patient survival. 

Our data now provide a mechanism to explain this apparent

conundrum. Rajat Roy et al  Nucleic Acids Research, 42, 15 , 2014



Regulatory agencies and payers will need to

evaluate and support, when appropriate, 

advances in precision medicine if patients are 

to receive maximum benefit. 

When the term precision medicine 
disappears from our lexicon, we will know

that a revised disease classification with 

more targeted treatment options has

become the norm.









The Oncologist, 2015; 20:400-410
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N Engl J Med 2015; 373:726-736
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FOR THE PRECISION MEDICINE INITIATIVE


